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MAGAZINES
REACH YOUR MOST

VALUABLE
CUSTOMERS

WHY MAGAZINES
ARE LOVED SO MUCH

& WHY MAGAZINE ADVERTISING WORKS

magazines speak to us
There’s nothing quite like reading a magazine; turning its pages, feeling the
paper, admiring the images and letting the words speak to us. It feeds our
innate need, as human beings, to hold something tangible in our hands.
At a time when many mediums are going digital-only, the printed
magazine still prospers. People are looking for something substantial they
can hold on to, that they can collect, something that provides a welcome
break from the everyday - a source of information and of comfor t.
Mildura Living Magazine is unique within our region.
When creating each issue, we engage local photographers and writers
who are passionate about their craft. We work with local chefs to develop
tantalising recipes using produce from our region’s food bowl. We source
the best local fashion, models and stylists to create on-trend fashion
photo shoots showcasing our region.

what we
know about
magazine
readership
& consumers
Fact: 61% of readers feel more

passionately towards magazines
than any other media

Magazines reach your
most valuable and
influential consumers.
Readers with a particular interest spend 29% more
on magazines compared to an average Australian &
are 18% more likely to post on social media making
them more likely to lead consumers.

Magazines are the most
trusted source of information.
Readers believe magazines provide information they
trust on trends, brands or products, 61% of readers
are twice as likely to trust what they have seen in
magazine than on social media.

Magazines transcend
boundaries.
After reading 46% of magazine readers went online
searching for more information about products
they’d seen.
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Content that’s on point,
inspires and influences.
Relevant content makes readers 1 ½ times more
willing to purchase the publication than other media
users and 33% more than printed newspapers.

Greater ad recall is
created the more a
magazine is picked up.
Readers spend an average of 1 hour and 17 minutes
reading an issue - reading at
least 70% of the content. A captive reader
will return to each issue, on average 2.7 times.

Magazines reach your
most valuable customers
Magazine brands are
no longer just print
Passion for magazines
drives response
Magazines build brands
at all stages of the
customer journey
Magazines deliver curated
content that inspires
and influences
Magazines provide a deeply engaged
audience for your brand
Magazines are the most
trusted source of information
on brands and products

milduraliving
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1 in 3 people use magazines
as a way to relax*

lifestyle
magazines

about Mildura
Living magazine

Lifestyle magazines boast content on inspirational and
influential people, places and products that readers
can aspire to. From wellbeing to wine tasting, home
décor to history, lifestyle magazines have something
for everyone to enjoy. Lifestyle magazines are the
most well-read and engaged of magazines; they
provide a trusted source of information for readers
and they have fiercely loyal and captive readers.

Mildura Living magazine (MLM) is a premier lifestyle
magazine published quarterly in line with the seasons.
Created in 2010, with the first issue launching autumn
2011, MLM highlights Sunraysia’s people, places, food,
fashion and entertainment in a glossy full-colour high
quality publication.

83% of magazine
readers look forward to
reading the articles.*

MLM is committed to publishing local content, and
it aims to enhance Sunraysia’s cultural footprint, to
contribute to the preservation of regional print media
and to cement in writing its appreciation for the
region’s many offerings.
Each issue is launched at an exclusive invitation-only
event for advertising partners, at a location unique to
each issue and usually related to a feature story.

72% of readers feel inspired
by what they read in lifestyle
magazines*

milduraliving
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platforms

readership

The printed magazine is complemented by a
strong online presence. MLM’s website features
information on regular segments, stockists
Australia-wide, subscription options and displays
all advertising partners.

MLM has a diverse reader base and is targeted
at current and past Sunraysia residents, visitors to
Sunraysia, and those who have a connection to the
region. While the magazine has developed a loyal
following of both male and female readers in the over
30 age group, its styled spreads, aspirational homes
and feature stories on up-and-coming personalities
are generating interest in the 20-30 age group.

Amassing almost 5000 Facebook “likes” and almost
1000 Instagram followers (June 2017), MLM’s
social media presence is a supplement to the print
magazine, posting teasers and snippets from each
issue, promoting events across the region and
supporting local business.
Magazines transcend boundaries – after reading a
magazine, 46% people are likely to go online to find
out more about a product. With MLM’s targeted
multi-platform approach to promotion, consumers
can also discover further information directly from
MLM through its extensive support of advertisers.

Our content is on point and informs, inspires and
influences valuable consumers, both regionally and
nationally. These consumers are captivated readers:
many religiously purchase the magazine each quarter,
others are enticed by its content and charm while
passing magazine stands, while some simply happen
upon its glossy pages.
The MLM reader is educated, active in
the community and interested about the
future of the region.

Each issue of a
magazine is read on
average 2.7 times *
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distribution
MLM is widely available in selected supermarkets,
newsagents, retail outlets, accommodation
providers and tourist attractions across the region.
The MLM website offers a subscription service for
the convenience of ordering copies anywhere in
the world.
Through its distribution partners Gordon & Gotch,
MLM is also available in metropolitan and regional
areas of Australia, throughout SA, NSW, Victoria
and Tasmania.

“Mildura Living showcases the very best of our region.
It celebrates the positives, which makes it really stand
out in the traditional media market. Featuring Council
projects and services on the pages of Mildura Living
is a great way for us to get our message out to locals
and visitors alike.”

Mildura Rural City Council

Distributed throughout Qantas Club Lounges across
Australia, the magazine is a first-look at Sunraysia for
visitors and the only local publication which reaches
clients before they arrive in the region.
Back issues of MLM are also available for purchase
and copies are scattered around town in waiting
rooms, hotels and apartments – among other
locations – meaning the magazine has an extended
shelf life and multiple demographics.

milduraliving
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Magazines in general
increase brand relevance
by more than 50%
– lifestyle magazines
by 58%*
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advertising
Because MLM reaches far and wide, our advertising
has greater recall for locals and visitors. Advertising in
the magazine is matched with content, where possible.
The MLM design team meticulously curate page
layouts to ensure harmonious advertising placement.
Ads fit to content increase a reader’s desire to buy,
use and enquire about an advertised product by
65%*. It’s a feature unique to magazine advertising
and is proven to be successful in
driving impact.
Advertisers in MLM receive custom campaigns,
in-house design that’s on brand, access
to first-class photography, and other fringe benefits.

73%
65%
59%

“Advertising in MLM offers a point of difference
to our marketing and branding campaigns. The
high quality publication enables us to engage with
consumers seeking out the very best products in
the marketplace giving us an excellent platform to
promote our products & services to this sector of
the market. We receive direct enquiries as a result
of our advertising within the magazine which is why
advertising within each MLM issue continues to play
an important role in our advertising strategy.”

Devilee’s Air Conditioning & Refrigeration

of magazine readers believe
featured / recommended products
are curated to suit them
of readers have been influenced
by the recommended or
featured products
of readers have been
influenced by the ads

milduraliving
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advertising
rates
Keeping it casual
Advertising casually can be a good option for smaller
business or if your business is seasonal. It’s also a great
starting point keeping in mind that our magazines often
sit on coffee tables meaning your ad is potentialy viewed
over and over again in a 3 month period.
On the anniversary of MLM’s launch, we invite all of our
advertisers to our exclusive invite only launch party which
is usually reserved for our advertising partners.
There are some benefits to multiple bookings, be sure
to ask us how to get better value for your dollar when
booking more than one ad at a time.

Lead In Pages before contents

$2860

Inside Front

$3355

Inside Back

$3355

Back

$3690

Double Page Spread

$4670

Full Page

$2585

Half Page (Ver tical or Horizontal)

$1385

Third Page (Ver tical or Horizontal)

$920

“I just love Mildura Living. It is such a quality
product. I have compared it to similar products
and find the quality of the paper, the writing
and the photography to be far superior.
Not to mention the service from the team.
Toni and her team are so accommodating,
as an advertiser I am made to feel part of the
family. Better still, my ads have driven business
to my door...
I would not hesitate to recommend Mildura
Living to any interested advertiser.”

Quar ter Page

$825

Pam Shugg, Olive Cottage & Lavender Hill

Sixth Page

$415

Retail Spread

$415

Accommodation Listing

$330

Dining Out Section

$330

CASUAL RATES
all prices exclude GST
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Rate
per issue

The perks of being a par tner
MLM advertising partners are our clients who buy into
an exclusive partnership with our magazine.
A partnership entitles each advertiser to receive discounted
page rates when committing to a consecutive four advert
investment. Partners logo’s will be included on the partners
page at the front of each issue and on the MLM website
for the duration of their advertising commitment. Partners
receive a negotiated number of complementary copies of
the publications in which their advert appears.
As our partner you’ll also receive an invitation to our
exclusive ‘invite only’ magazine launch for the issues in
which you are our advertising partner.
This offer is for advertising partners only.
Rate
per issue

Weekly
spend

Lead In Pages before contents

$2575

$198 wk

Inside Front

$3020

$233 wk

“Mildura Living is a classy magazine providing
its advertisers with the perfect opportunity
to have their businesses included in what’s
happening in this beautiful city.”

Inside Back

$3020

$233 wk

Rose Harvest

Back

$3325

$256 wk

Double Page Spread

$4200

$323 wk

Full Page

$2325

$179 wk

PARTNER RATES x 4
all prices exclude GST

- All prices exclude GST
- Ad design is included in adver tising rates
- Photography is not included in advertising rates
- Placement of ads are at the discretion of the editor
- Prices for inserts are available upon request.
- Positional loading: Right hand page +10%
- Early right hand page +20%

milduraliving
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“Creative without strategy
is called ‘art.’ Creative with
strategy is called advertising.”
Jef I Richards

ad
specifications
Print specs:

Impor tant dates:

Frequency

Quar terly

SPRING 2017

SUMMER 2017

Retail Price

$8.95

Booking Deadline - Jul 21

Booking Deadline - Oct 20

Finished Size

300mm deep x 240mm wide

Material Deadline - Jul 28

Material Deadline - Oct 27

Stock

Cover - 250gsm Titan Plus Gloss
Text - 95gsm Titan Plus Gloss

AUTUMN 2018

WINTER 2018

Cover - 4 colour process both
sides plus varnish

Booking Deadline - Jan 19

Booking Deadline - Apr 20

Material Deadline - Jan 29

Material Deadline - Apr 27

Print

Text- 4 colour process both sides
Finishing

Burst bound & trimmed

Number of copies

10,000

Estimated readership

40,000

NOTE FOR SUPPLIED ADS:
We will not accept ar twork that is not in keeping with the
ethos of our magazine.
All ar twork to be supplied without crop marks

Ad specs:
Double Page Spread

DPS

DPS

image safe area

image safe area

Full Page

480mm w x 300mm h
5mm bleed all sides

FP

Note: All important text and logos need
to be inside a 15mm margin from the
top and bottom and 20mm margin
from the left and right sides

99mm w x 270mm h
no bleed

HPH

Half Page Horizontal

99mm w x 132mm h
no bleed

Sixth Page
SP

Third Page Vertical

99mm w x 76mm h
no bleed

66mm w x 270mm h
no bleed

TPV

205mm w x 132mm h
no bleed

Quarter Page

QP

Note: All important text and logos need
to be inside a 15mm margin from the
top and bottom and 20mm margin
from the left and right sides

image safe area

Half Page Vertical
HPV

240mm w x 300mm h
5mm bleed all sides

Third Pg Horizontal
TPH

Retail Spread

205mm w x 86mm h
no bleed

Retail Ad

(Cooperative Spreads)
1 photo with logo
& approx. 30 words.
Designed by MLM
milduraliving
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Magazines reach your
most valuable customers

Advertise with
Mildura Living magazine

Contact:
Christine Circosta

m 0428 291 626 | adver tise@milduraliving.com.au

Toni Stoeckel

m 0415 826 444 | toni@milduraliving.com.au

* Statistics cour tesy Fiftyfive5 Research Study conducted for
Magazine Publishers of Australia, June 2016.

